
Efficient and flexible 
remote access 

software for highly 
secure organizations

Impero Connect offers cutting-edge enterprise remote access solutions configured to secure 
the most complex IT environments, ensure compliance standards and increase the efficiency 
of businesses from anywhere in the world.

Impero Connect is used by half of all Fortune 100 companies, nearly a third of Fortune 500 
companies and 60% of the Financial Times’ list of largest companies in Europe.

Impero’s ambition is to help companies connect with confidence to any device, platform or 
network via its Connect software, the fully customized, secure solution that meets the needs 
of any business.

Impero Connect is the market-leading remote support software designed to suit 
the specific needs of any business.

www.imperosoftware.com

Although Impero Connect can be configured to suit the needs of most organizations and it 
accommodates a wide range of industries, it is mostly used in the retail, financial, healthcare 
and manufacturing verticals.

Impero’s remote access software is scalable to every business size, large or small, no matter 
the stage of development.
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Impero Connect increases support efficiency by significantly improvingincident resolution time, 
effectively distributing information across anorganization and consolidating the most important 
tools into a single, easy-to-use interface.

Impero Connect has cutting-edge security features built in, such as full end-to-end encryption, 
robust user access management and 2-factorauthentication. Moreover, Impero’s remote access 
solution exceeds securityand compliance standards set forth by PCI DSS, HIPAA, GDPR and 
otherframeworks.

Impero Connect has cutting-edge security features built in, such as full end-to-end encryption, 
robust user access management and 2-factorauthentication. Moreover, Impero’s remote access 
solution exceeds securityand compliance standards set forth by PCI DSS, HIPAA, GDPR and 
otherframeworks.

Impero’s purpose is to keep remote access systems fully optimized andsupport teams up and 
running effectively as soon as possible.
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Superior security

Flexible connectivity & cross-platform capability

Personalized support

Benefits of using Impero Connect
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